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From the Editor’s
There was a word at the February

By Mary Ann West
God is always pouring them out; however, His

NAN Conference about pipelines between

gifts could only be used in their fulness when

our various communities. The sense I

the body is one. The use of His gifts is stunted

received was a flow of communication and

in a fractured church, but will operate more

service between our communities. I

fully the more the body is whole.

apologize that I don’t remember who shared

At the North American Network of

this word or that I can’t exactly quote it. It

Charismatic Covenant Communities Conference (NAN)

reminded me though of a word shared in Rome during a

Conference in February, I was

meeting of the Catholic Fraternity when the English-

reminded of and witnessed

speaking communities were meeting in a
small session. The word had to do
with our communities being like the
parts of a China doll. All the
parts of the doll were there,
but the strings that held them
together were too loose and
stretched for the parts to fit together.
The strings needed to be pulled taut for

unity on several levels:
between younger and older,
between those discerning a
call to community life and
those veterans of living
that life, between
communities, between
networks of
communities, between other

the doll to function as it should. When we communities

Charismatic realities. May we continue to

are relating as we should all our parts function.

grow in unity and use God’s gifts to the full!

When I heard “pipeline”, it reminded me of

This issue of New Wine and New Wineskins

the “loose strings” not sagging but pulled tight. This

is dedicated completely to the NAN Conference, hosted

reminded me further of Hans Urs von Balthasar’s preface

by Alleluia Community in Augusta, Georgia, February

to one of his books. To loosely paraphrase the author, he

24 - 26. Speakers included not only NAN Community

talked about God pouring His gifts out upon the church.
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From the Editor’s Desk (Cont’d)
members, but Sword of the Spirit
Community and European Network of
Communities presenters. We gleaned
valuable formational and practical input
because of the particular gifting and
expertise of each speaker.
In this issue we find Peter Poppleton’s
letter from the Moderator as he shares
some of his takeaways from our
communities’ conference, and an article by Peter
encouraging us to see our communities as part of history in the
making. Sharon Poppleton introduces us to three other Charismatic
realities: Sword of the Spirit; The European Network of
Communities, and Pentecost Today USA. One piece answers the
question, “Why Community?” and includes input from various
individuals who participated at the conference. Another is input from
some communities on their community responses to the conference.
There is a supplement, with morsels of quotes and pictures from the
various talks, that gives a taste of the full meal. We could not
include every aspect of the conference but hope this encourages you
to watch the talks online at: https://nanccc.org/2022-conference .
We finish with Bill Koller’s book review of George Weigel’s Not
Forgotten, a book which “celebrates the culture of memory”.
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From the Desk of the NAN Moderator
Brothers and Sisters of NAN,
“Will we come to God
from the depths of our being, link
ourselves to him, and in his
freedom and power master chaos
in this coming age? …. At bottom
I do not know what else to say
except that from my heart’s core I believe that

By Peter Poppleton, NAN Moderator

family of communities, and we built each other
up, it was evident that at this time in history, God
is truly at work with each of our communities.
We were also pulled into this time of history by
being with brothers from the ENC as Russia
invaded Ukraine on the very day our conference
began.
This newsletter has a majority focus on the NAN

God is at work. History is going forward in

Conference. It was a great and lively conference. One

the depths, and we must be ready to play our

young adult leader said to me, “It was great because it was

part, trusting in what God is doing and in the

not a leader’s conference but a community conference.”

forces that he has made to stir within us.”

Another young adult said, “It was the best conference I have

(Guardini, Letters from Lake Como, pages

ever attended.” With those two comments alone, it is best

95-96 – from radio broadcasts of the 1920’s)

that we invite all the members of our communities to read

Yes, God was at work at our Conference. One
of the historical experiences was having two networks,
NAN and the European Network of Communities present

this newsletter – print it if needed – and also go to https://
nanccc.org/2022-conference and revisit the talks of the
conference. I know many of you have already done this.

along with the international community of Sword of the

So, enjoy reengaging in our 2022 NAN Conference through

Spirit. Also present was the executive director of

this newsletter and through the website. As we read this

Pentecost Today. We came together and greatly

issue of the newsletter, let us listen to our hearts about the
times in which we live.

benefited from each other’s experiences of charismatic
covenant community. As He brought us together as a
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Why Community?
At the NAN Conference, participants were
asked the question, “Why Community?”. The responses
received fall into three categories: relationships, personal
holiness, and evangelism (service). That’s why the
church exists. Why Christian Covenant Community? It is
a particular initiative of and response to the Holy Spirit
to the needs of the world today. How smart God is to
give us what we need and really do want in being loved
and loving Him!
Josh Bautista, City of the Lord
Community is the vessel, that the Holy Spirit
has called us to, to help lead us to sainthood. There is a
‘tsunami” of graces, resources, education, and love
within its body. We are called to lay down our lives like
Jesus did and there is no better place to offer a gift of self
than in communion with your brothers and sisters.
Justin and Julianna Rucker
Why did we join community? We earnestly
desire to cultivate the life of the Holy Spirit with others
who share our life and vision. Community is a people, a
place, and a way of life that we can grow with and be
vulnerable in love.

Joe Loizza, Community of God’s Love
Why community? I wanted a way to raise my
family to be devoted to Christ, and community was THE
BEST way to do that. I wanted to serve others and make
a difference in their lives, and community provides many
ways to do this!
Mary Ann West, New Creation
Community
Why community? I want to be holy and want
to be in the mix of helping others to be as well.
Community brothers and sisters provide the models,
love, and support for each other. Community is the
nest! I also want to bring hundreds of thousands of
people to the Lord, and we can do more together than I
could ever do by myself.
Vickie Holthaus, Glory to God Community
Why community? That common belief
system has bound us together closer than natural
relations. We would lay down our lives for one another.
We keep each other going in our faith walks.
Janet Hatfield, Alleluia Community

Liz Loizza, Community of God’s Love

Why community? Because without the support of

Why community? What better way to live our

brothers and sisters, my walk with Christ would not be as
strong as it is. I NEED support to live fully for Jesus!

lives than in service to our brothers and sisters and to the
Church!! God needs us – The world needs us

Spring 2022
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Called Into History
We in the North American Network (NAN)
are in the time between Holy Week and Pentecost. As

By Peter Poppleton, Ciry of the Lord
that the ENC was at this conference as it pulled us into
an international historical awareness.

we move through this time, let’s reflect on our role as
a covenant community network and carry with us the
remembrance of what took place on Holy Thursday
through Easter Sunday and into Pentecost. This
remembrance is of the deepest historical reality that
has ever taken place. Christ, through whom all
creation was made, comes and offers Himself so that
creation can be recreated. Just as He recreated and
refounded history, so also do we, as covenant
communities, have a role in this refounding of

And this is not the only place where struggles
and suffering are taking place. Also, prior to the conflict
in Ukraine, some of us were aware of the hardships
taking place in Lebanon where SOS has a large
community. Many in Lebanon do not have access to
basic rights, including health, education, and adequate
housing and electricity. Therefore, some members of that
community have had to leave Beirut to provide for their
families.
Along with these upheavals, there is also the

history. We, of course, are only part of the overall
plan but, nonetheless, we are called into history.
To further explore our historical
participation, it is best to go up 30 thousand feet and
look through the window of current history. We are
in a time of true upheaval both politically and
culturally. Let’s begin with the February conference
of NAN. At this conference we had representatives of
not only NAN, but also Sword of the Spirit (SOS),
and the European Network of Communities (ENC).
The conference began on February 24th, which was
the day that war began aggressively to take place in
Ukraine. The ENC has many communities in
Ukraine. Personally, I do not think it was an accident
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anthropological attack on what it means to be made in
the image and likeness of God and that God created us as
male and female. It is my opinion that one of the key
reasons covenant communities exist is to raise-up “a
biblical people, a covenant people” that remembers,
understands, and lives the original plan of God in the
midst of today’s world. The birth of covenant
communities, through this outpouring of the Holy Spirit,
calls us to live this biblical reality in today’s world so that
the world can see and “encounter” the original plan of
God.
Our February Conference was directed toward
younger men and women and their families. The
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Called Into History (Cont’d)
underlying purpose of their attendance was to help

do our part to continue to bring the memory of Christ’s

them see and continue to see how the Lord’s call into

refounding of creation and humanity into history. And,

the current historical reality is deepening in their
lives. Whether young, middle aged, or old we must

because we have been called into this time of history, let

continue to live the remembrance of what took place

many years ago: “The essential things in history begin

on Holy Thursday through Easter Sunday.

always with small, more convinced communities.” Let

As we anticipate Pentecost, let us pray for a
deep rekindling of the fire of the Holy Spirit. This fire
gave birth to covenant communities in the 1970’s. I
cannot help but think that part of the reason for this

us always remember what Pope Emeritus Benedict said

us be fully convinced of our call into history. As we
anticipate the Holy Spirit falling on us on Pentecost, let
us pray deeply: “Come, Holy Spirit. Yes, come and
renew the history of the earth!”

fire was to enkindle in us a deep participation in these
times of historical upheaval, and to provide for youth
and young families a place and culture in which to
raise their families. Let us be
fully convinced about the
historical call on our lives and

Spring 2022
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Partners in Mission
A year ago in May, international President of

By Sharon Poppleton, Ciry of the Lord
Work of Christ Community in Lansing, Michigan was

Sword of the Spirit, Jean Barbara, was asked if he had a

the key speaker at the recent NAN conference. In

sense from the Lord for their communities. In one of his

March, a member

responses, he said that he felt the Lord “wants to give us

of NAN’s

opportunities to ‘widen the tent pegs’ of our hearts for

Alleluia

new relationships and engagement with other Christian

Community, Bert

groups who can be ‘partners in mission.’”

Funsch, took 18

This past year has seen the development of
partnering in mission between the North American
Network of Charismatic Communities (NAN), and
Sword of the Spirit (SOS), Pentecost Today, and
European Network of Communities (ENC), as well as
smaller movements on many local levels. These three

High School
seniors from
Georgia to SOS’s
Yes Retreat in
Michigan.
Three brothers from the ENC also attended

larger networks were represented at the recent NAN

the NAN conference: Dominic McDermott from

conference in Augusta this past February. Through the

England, Alex Myskow from Poland, and Kevin Bridges,

initiation of CHARIS, communities and the broader

currently serving in the Check Republic. There are 80

charismatic renewal have been encouraged to engage in

communities in this network from countries throughout

the work of the Lord and to assist one another. While

Europe, including Austria, Croatia, Germany, Israel,

Pentecost Today serves the renewal in the USA, both

Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Ukraine, United Kingdom,

SOS and ENC have communities at the international

Spain, and Switzerland. These communities are either

level giving a broader sense of the role of communities
in the work of mission.
A great example of this partnering is seen in
the recent interchanges between SOS and NAN. SOS is
an association of communities who are charismatic and
ecumenical. They are composed of 65 individual
communities that are in 24 countries, including the
United States. A member of SOS, James Munk of

Spring 2022
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Partners in Mission (Cont’d)
ecumenical or church specific. These brothers shared

Celebration Conference on July 29-31, 2022, in

about situations in Europe and all three have direct ties

Providence Rhode Island. Several NAN members from

with Ukraine.

various communities are planning to attend.

We begin to see this exchange happening

As mentioned above, these

with Pentecost Today. Pentecost Today is the new

interchanges are in play in the NAN

home of the Catholic Charismatic Renewal Services in

communities on many levels. I’m sure we

the USA. Alicia Hartle, Executive Director states, “One

can all agree that the Lord is giving us

part of our goals is finding opportunities to work

many opportunities to “widen the tent

together in holy collaboration with others.” Alicia

pegs’’ of our hearts. May we all be open

attended the NAN conference. Pentecost Today USA is
hosting the 55th Anniversary Catholic Charasmatic

to discover and engage with our “partners
in mission”.
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The following responses are to the set of questions posed by the newsletter staff for inclusion in this
newsletter. The questions were:
·

How is the Spirit moving in your community right now, in light of this conference?

·

How has the conference inspired your community in evangelism to younger adults?

·

Is there a prophecy your community has received recently that you believe would be helpful to
other NAN communities?
AID TO UKRAINIAN REFUGEES
Joe and Liz Loizzo, Community of God’s Love
From the moment we met Alex Myskow, one

of the leaders of the European Network of Communities
at the NAN Conference in February, we were struck by
the very real needs of brothers and sisters who were
fleeing the war in Ukraine. The fact that the country has
a high percentage of Catholics and that there were
approximately 50 covenant communities there made it
so much more personal than simply seeing the daily
news stories of the war. Liz and I felt led to pray over
Alex after his talk and we briefly discussed ways that
our community could possibly help their effort to assist
the refugees. Alex was so “down to earth” that we could
relate to him personally, and when he offered to pray for
us in return, he apologized for his English and said he
would pray in Polish- I told him it was just like praying
in tongues to me! There was a real sense of peace from
the Lord despite the very difficult circumstances that he

Spring 2022

was trying to deal with that day.
When we returned home, we were still very
convicted about trying to do something to help the
refugees. We shared the needs that we had heard about
with our leadership team, and they were all touched by
the same sense of our desire to help brothers and sisters
who were living community just like we were. We
decided at that meeting to solicit financial contributions
from our community members individually and to make
a sacrificial donation from our community’s reserve
funds of $20,000 immediately by wire transfer. We
announced that decision to the community members on
the following Sunday, where we showed them the video
clip from Alex’s speech that described the effects of the
war. The members were very supportive of this whole
idea. We will continue to collect money during the
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AID TO UKRAINIAN REFUGEES (Cont’d)
coming months and send it to the European Network of

for their lives into their homes, are putting this passage

Communities. I have corresponded with Alex about

into practice in real time. We are trying to stand with

this, and he will be sending me a video about how they

them in solidarity by helping in ways that we can from

are working with the refugees and how they are using

all these many miles away. Our prayers are with them

the funds that we donated.

for their protection and an end to this war and we are

There are so many themes from the

standing with them as brothers and sisters in Christ.

Scriptures that call us to give alms, to aid people in
distress, to be a refuge for people that it is impossible to
connect them all to this story. However, one sticks out
in my mind from Mt 25:38 (RSV)
Then the righteous will answer him, saying,
‘Lord, when did we see you hungry and feed
you, or thirsty and give you drink? And
when did we see you a stranger and welcome
you, or naked and clothe you? And when did
we see you sick or in prison and visit you?’
And the King will answer them, ‘Truly, I say
to you, as you did it to one of the least of
these my brothers, you did it to me.
The communities in Poland and the rest of Europe, who
are taking our brothers and sisters in need and fleeing

Spring 2022
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From Our Conference Onward… (Cont’d)
Anne Hamrick, New Creation Community
As a result of the NAN conference, several

during the talk and subsequent discussion. We

young families have begun meeting together with the

continue to build relationships with them to see where

hopes of building community with each other. NCC

the Holy Spirit may lead us together.

invited John Castiglioni, who grew up in NCC, and his
wife Justine to attend the conference. Neither are
members; however, they had been longing for some type
of community for years. Attending the conference gave
them the impetus to reach out to other like-minded young
families. As a result, with NCC’s support, seven families

Dan Almeter, Alleluia Community

gathered at our Renewal Center on Saturday, April 23,

Alleluia Community was greatly blessed by the NAN

for their first meeting together. The young families

conference – most especially by our members meeting

greeted each other (some meeting for the first time), led

members of the various NAN communities and sharing

worship, provided food, watched and discussed the Dan

experiences and vision. It is so clear to us that we need

Almeter talk, from the NAN 2022 Conference, on raising

each other and the gifts we can share with one another.

children. Many NCC members attended and supported

In the past year the Lord has been speaking clearly to

their gathering by

Alleluia about widening our tent pegs and preparing for

providing the

the people He will be sending us. This is happening. He

location, some of

is sending us new families and new singles. He is also

the pot bless food,

speaking to us about building relationships with like-

greeting and

minded Christians so that we can support each other in

worshipping with

the days ahead. And the Lord is focusing the leadership

them. Some of

of Alleluia to help lead the rest of the community in

us watched

preparing for a fresh revival in our midst. We see NAN

children while

as helping to tune us into the heart of God who wants to

others

see all our communities thrive with fresh outpouring of
the Holy Spirit.

participated

Spring 2022
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Great Reads in the Communities

By Bill Koller, Ciry of the Lord

Not Forgotten
by George Weigel
We have all had people in our lives who
should not be forgotten. The subtitle of George
Weigel’s Not Forgotten is engaging Elegies for, and
Reminiscences of, a Diverse Cast of Characters, Most
of Them Admirable.
Weigel has written a wonderful book of
remembrance and reflection. In 68 short elegies,
Weigel fondly (mostly) recalls family, friends, coworkers, heroes, and fellow travelers who inhabited the
worlds of sport, music, literature, journalism, science,
politics, philosophy, and religion in the 20th and early
part of the 21st century.
Perhaps I have been particularly impacted
by this book since I am the same age as the author and
am familiar with many of the people he has written
about. And so, I encourage myself and all of us to
keep a list of our friends, of people we know or who

salvation in a regular way. Indeed, we will
remember them.

have influenced us, or have had an effect on us in some

This book celebrates the culture of memory, the

way. That way, we will not forget them, and if we

potent power of friendship, and, in the end, it

have not already done so, we can pray for their

celebrates love.
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